Welfare restrictive
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1) The “socialization” of people, so that they don’t apply for welfare. Piven pointed out that “Americans have always believed that poverty was a sign of failure,” adding that “self-reliance and work” have always been seen as high American ideals.

2) Setting up maximum earning levels, and depriving welfare recipients who exceed them of their payments.

3) Tolerating high levels of unemployment and underemployment.

4) Requiring welfare recipients to forfeit some of their basic rights in order to be eligible for aid. Piven says these forfeited rights included “the right to parenthood,” fatherless families are much more likely to be welfare recipients to forfeit some of their payments.

5) Withholding information on welfare eligibility requirements from the public.

6) Involving welfare applicants in bureaucratic red tape: lengthening application forms, and making applicants stand in line day after day. Piven pointed out that the welfare lines at some New York offices begin forming at 3 am.

7) The imposition of restrictive laws such as “the infamous residence laws.” Piven sees these practices, in one form or another, being re-implemented throughout much of the country.

"Basically," she concluded, "I see the American welfare system moving away from something vaguely designed to help people, and toward a system based on a design in deterrence."
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The HP-35 Electronic Slide Rule

Performs all basic arithmetical, trig and log calculations automatically. Has an Addressable Memory. Displays 10 digits in fixed decimal or scientific notation, automatically positions decimal point throughout its 200-decade range. Cost, $295.

The HP-65 Fully Programmable.

The world's only fully programmable pocket calculator. You can write, edit and record programs up to 100 steps long. You can take advantage of HP pre-recorded programs, so you gain the speed and accuracy benefits of programming without writing your own. Performs 51 pre-programmed functions. Cost, $195.

The HP-80 Financial.

Performs virtually all time/money calculations in seconds. Has a 200-year calendar, an Addressable Memory. Lets you make new kinds of management calculations that enable you to make better decisions. Cost, $450.

The HP-70 Business.

Performs all sorts of general business, interest, financial management, loaning, borrowing and saving calculations — practically instantly. Has an Addressable Memory and a very affordable price, $275.

"All HP pocket calculators have Hewlett-Packard's patented RPN logic system with 4 Memory Stack and carry a one year warranty on parts and labor. Prices exclude state and local taxes.

Hewlett-Packard pocket calculator is a gift for a lifetime.